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Executive Summary

Carr Properties is known for consistently surpassing expectations
and achieving outstanding results. In the summer of 2012, as part
of its commitment to sustainability and resource conservation,
Carr Properties commissioned a Bathroom Fixture RetroCommissioning from Healthy Buildings at 1255 23rd Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037. As a result, Carr Properties saved over
882,000 gallons of water, resulting in an annual savings of $9,438
in year 1 alone.

Background

As a preeminent owner, operator and developer of office properties
in the Washington, DC metropolitan area, Carr Properties was
determined to implement long term sustainability and resource
conservation measures at their 1255 23rd St NW building. In
addition, the property was planning to secure LEED certification
and thus needed to satisfy the LEED credits WEp1 and WEc1 for
water efficiency.

Challenge

With water rates in Washington, D.C. rising at an annual rate
several times inflation, Carr Properties desired options for
reducing water use within its portfolio, however they realized
that expensive and messy bathroom fixture retrofits would not
be feasible. Carr’s longtime environmental consultant in the area
of proactive indoor air quality monitoring, Healthy Buildings,
provided a solution that fit the bill with its proprietary Bathroom
Fixture Retro-Commissioning Program.

1255 23rd Street is a 337,983 RSF Class-A office building
in the Washington, DC. The building saved over 882,000
gallons of water and nearly $9,500 in the first year alone.
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Solutions

Healthy Buildings “tuned” each existing individual bathroom fixture
serving the building such that it operated at peak efficiency with
respect to water usage given the unique characteristics of the
fixture and its operating conditions. These fixture characteristics
and operating conditions included static pressure into the building,
building riser conditions, pressure reducing valve locations, base
plumbing system line pitch, static pressure at the fixture, porcelain
design, and siphon characteristics. Using this information, key
parts of each fixture’s flushometer (such as diaphragms, assembly
valves, flow rings, bypass holes, etc.) were retrofitted such that the
minimum amount of water required was passed with each flush
while not compromising operational performance. As such the
optimal water flow curve was achieved, eliminating all unnecessary
water consumption without fixture replacement.

Results

Healthy Buildings Bathroom Fixture
Retro-Commissioning Program at 1255 23rd Street
saved Carr Properties over 882,000 gallons of water
and satisfied LEED credits WEp1 and WEc1 for
water efficiency.

Healthy Buildings Bathroom Fixture Retro-Commissioning Program
at 1255 23rd Street, NW Washington, DC 20037 not only satisfied
LEED credits WEp1 and WEc1 for water efficiency towards Gold
certification, but also saved Carr Properties over 882,000 gallons
of water and nearly $9,500 in the first year alone. Due to this
success, Carr Properties went on to implement the program in other
properties in their portfolio. Let Healthy Buildings show you how we
can save water in your properties.
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